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There’s an Emmy Behind Every Leader Design
An Emmy is more than a trophy.
It is the hallmark behind our affirmation in
the creation of exceptional high value solutions
to enrich the rewarding entertainment experience.

Michael K. Leader
Emmy Award Winner, CEO
Leader D Cinema Systems, Inc
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ONE

leader cinema systems, inc

The movie star entertainment experience now available to enhance
revenues optimized for hotel and resort properties

Introduction, Strategic Differentiation in World Markets:
Advances in technologies usher in new business opportunities. The need to differentiate ones
strategic advantages over the competition becomes a significant consideration during planning for
either new, expanded or re-developed properties. This compendium will provide the reader with
extensive examples of premium luxury screening rooms and private VIP theaters to be incorporated
into your prestigious hotel or resort properties.

When installed, the resulting increase in yields for Food & Beverage, Banqueting and room sales
such as those properties have now experienced in New York, Paris, Boston, Gstaad, London and
Toronto indicates the vision to create market driven need. The remarkable success has resulted in
select international hoteliers investing significant capital costs to incorporate the required
infrastructure in establishing a professional level of Digital Cinema and related services. Their
local, national and world clients include entertainment industry professionals, movie stars,
producers, directors, athletes and sports professionals, titans of business & finance and their
families.
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Digital Cinema and Impeccable Movie Star Experiences for your VIP Guests:

A professional class digital cinema is far different from any public cinema. An ideal example
would be to equate haute cuisine to a meal from a restaurant chain geared to a mass consumer
market far removed from gourmet. Or that of comparing a Savile Row bespoke suit for a gentleman
to an off-the rack garment. The technologies to establish a professional class Digital Cinema is a
direct extension from such systems installed in the leading movie studios of the world. More
specifically, the seven Hollywood motion picture studios collectively developed the standards and
specifications for leading edge “haute” technologies which today represents “ahead-of-the-art”
levels of on screen image detail, vibrant color and clarity which was not possible with the now
century old 35 millimeter film, now considered obsolete.

Exclusivity further enhances your hallmark in being able to offer your guests and local professionals
access to current Hollywood releases on a “day-date” basis. Further, Alternate Content such as
Opera, Ballet, Concerts, Broadway Musicals and Plays together with Sporting Events all of which
are produced solely for the Cinema industry (not available to the home viewer) are also available to
DCI (Digital Cinema Initiatives, LLC) compliant Digital Cinema Installations.
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Prestigious International Hotels Featuring Digital Cinemas and Screening Rooms:
Quick Facts:
London England: 8 Properties
Total Number of Seats: 711

Hotels: W Hotel London 38 seats
Firmdale Group: [Soho illustrated] (4 hotels / 5 cinemas) 442
seats in London (+ New York)
The HAM YARD HOTEL London will open May 2014 with
175 seats. Firmdale operates a total of 541 seats between
London and New York
May Fair Hotel 201 seats
One Aldwych Hotel 30 seats
Firmdale Group Soho Hotel 100 seats

USA Hotels:

5 Properties
Total Number of Seats: 516

Hotels: Crosby Street/Firmdale Group New York 99 seats
Tribeca Grand Hotel New York 100 seats
Bryant Park New York 70 seats
Eventi Kimpton Hotels: 22 seats
Revere Hotel Boston: 225 seats,
Revere is the worlds largest hotel D Cinema installation
Canada:

1 Property
Hotel: The Hazelton Hotel Toronto, Seats 25 + Pre Function Space
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France:

1 Property (4 in planning stage) Total Number of existing seats: 99
Approximate Capital Cost for technical system only: $ 1.2 million USD
Hotel: Raffles Le Royal Monceau 99 seats Leading Hotels of the World

Switzerland:

1 Property
Hotel: The Alpina Resort Gstaad 1 (W-O-W)
Total number of seats: 14 in grand style
Room area 96 sq meters / 1033 sq ft
Approximate Cost for technical facilities $ 1.2 million

UAE Dubai:

1 Property
Hotel:
Jumeirah Burj-al Hotel seats: 29
Room area approx 800 Sq Ft

All rooms are DCI Compliant (studio standard and approved to run DCP [Digital Cinema
Package] Hollywood and European Feature Films. Digital Cinema operates at a technical
standard far over and above home consumer HD Video systems. Digital Cinema projection
has the capabilities to project all video formats to include: HDTV, BluRay and DVD’s in
addition to all professional studio format Video Tape recorders (VTR’s). In addition, the
extensive technical infrastructure including advanced projection provides for Fortune 500
level video conferencing.
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Yield and How Do they Pay:
There is a hybrid mix which contributes to revenues. As the theaters have considerable
investment in capital costs to support the advanced technical requirements in addition to the
fixed room configuration, most hotels levy an hourly fee. The Triebca Grand in New York
has operated a screening room for over 13 years. In addition to the room rental, F&B
and catering revenues the hotel enjoys healthy returns during film festivals, media and
entertainment industry events, closed screenings, VIP room rental, movie club and related
industry events.

Converted ballrooms equipped with D Cinema technologies
enable hotel sales and marketing departments to provide far
greater flexibility and superior audience experiences
(pages: 20-23). Superior comfort is an enormous benefit
when a dedicated theater setting is provided (Section
FOUR). Custom theater seating when applied for business
meetings incorporates fold out writing desks together with
computer power and connectivity if required in addition to
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth options. Larger facilities may include
audience-polling systems as in the case of the May Fair
The Alpina Resort, Gstaad Switzerland

Hotel London.
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Revenue Streams: Premium Meetings across a diverse user group to include: PR and Advertising Agencies, Fashion,
Business, Financial Institutions, Legal, Government, Luxury Marketing, Automobiles, Yachting, Lifestyle, V-VIP
Hotel Guests, Motion Picture Producers-Studios and the Television industry.

Alternate Revenue Streams: Premium Hotel Movie Clubs featuring dinner, champagne and movie, Special Events
“Alternate Content” to include Opera and Ballet, Broadway Musicals, Sporting Events may be priced at a premium
for some events.
Le Meridien at Beverly Hills during 2001, projected monthly revenues covering
screening room rental, Champagne receptions, screenings, restaurant & catering
would create revenues in excess of $ 68,000 or more per month.

Professional Services to Industry: With permanently installed Digital Cinema equipment, your property would
possess the capabilities to provide enhanced services to the entire international business community and
entertainment industry to include: Film, Television, Music, Advertising, Gaming, Fashion, Travel, Medical, Military,
and related markets.
In specific terms relating to Film and Television, Leader’s estimate is that a technical base hourly rate would range
between $ 400 to $ 600 per hour in addition to F & B and other services. This is based upon Los Angeles
professional rates for similarly equipped professional class screening rooms available exclusively to the motion
picture and TV industry. Video conferencing, Fiber Optics, high speed data and other facilities would be included in
the hotel systems. When required, an addition fee for the service would be applied.
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Examples of ticket prices for Weekend Movie Club events including F&B

Ticket Prices for London, New York and Paris Hotels

Paris: Raffles Le Royal Monceau: 95 Euros / $ 128 USD per person
London Firmdale Group:

35 UK Pounds / $57 USD per person

Crosby Street-Firmdale NY:

$ 55 USD per person, or
$ 90 per person for Movie Mogul
private booking of theater with a
minimum of 20 guests = $ 1800.00 USD

One Aldwych London Martini Movies: 42 UK Pounds / $ 69 USD per person
London’s May Fair Hotel (201 seats) hourly rate is 800 GBP / $ 1,308 USD
per hour, plus additional services as required, which is the same for all
operators where additional professional video-tape decks and or servers are
required. In all cases, where professional users such as Producers, Directors
and Motion Picture companies wish to use these facilities for VIP screenings,
PRESS Events, technical evaluation and audience test screenings, invariably
French Goodies at Le Royal Monceau
Sunday Night Film Club

there are additional fees involved.
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Events such as Saturday at the Metropolitan Opera or special events to include the Bolshoi Ballet live via
satellite along with high value productions which include concerts, Broadway Musicals and Shows, sporting
events, Awards Shows and corporate events all may be screened as “Alternate Content” in stunning Surround
Sound. These premium events could provide significant revenues to the Hotel on a VIP invited guest basis.
Typically, the Saturday Opera Broadcasts and Ballet are always a sold-out event at the majority of (public)
cinemas on a global basis.

What is DIGITAL CINEMA and The Recent History in the Development of The Hotel Cinema Market:

Technology:
Digital Cinema now has rendered obsolete 35 mm motion picture film. Digital has made possible a paradigm shift in image
quality, consistency along with the ability for cinemas to also show live events such as: concerts, ballet, opera, mega
sporting events. Prior to 2004, the “VIP Cinema” was a studio class 35 mm film based theater. London’s May Fair Hotel
always contained a film based 200 seat theater, which was converted to accommodate Digital Cinema along with the
existing 35 mm film projectors. The “Digital Cinema” industry did not exist until 2003.

In 2000, the Tribeca Grand Hotel New York opened. Their 100 seat theater was based on 35 mm film projection.
Firmdale London’s 4 theaters in addition to Le Royal Monceau Paris (Leading Hotels of the World) are also equipped with
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both 35 mm film projection in addition to Digital Cinema Projection and 35 mm 6 track sound “dubbers”. Such systems
are known as “interlock” and many hotels are so equipped. This represents a level of technical sophistication only found
inside the 4 walls of the world’s leading motion picture studios. Consequently, these
hotel equipped theaters have the capability to show work in progress for a major motion
picture without your producer/director/movie star guests travelling across town to review
content at a studio screening room. The Tribeca Grand also features Digital Cinema
projection together specialized technical additions to accommodate the requirements of the
New York studio system and film festivals.

Image courtesy: One Aldwych London

With the arrival of Digital Cinema projection systems (again these projection systems operate at technical
standards which far exceed any and all home consumer HD video systems) this paved the way for visionary hotel
operators to include this level of sophistication into their services. Firmdale London has indeed been the most
aggressive in their commanding leadership role as the world’s largest operator of Digital Cinema Hospitality based
screening rooms. Firmdale is the world’s largest provider of services with a total of 541 seats in 6 screening
rooms between London and New York. Their development commenced in 2005, and by 2008 four deluxe, fully
professional screening rooms were in operation.
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Leader was aware of the very nicely appointed One Aldwych Hotel’s compact 30 seat room. 3 years ago, this
charming compact room was configured around consumer grade, home theater style, projection systems. This
room then was not DCI compliant and could not meet the requirements of industry professionals. This theater
now fully supports DCI compliant Digital Cinema Projection in a room of 667 sq feet with 30 sublime seats. So
aggressive has the London community been, the acceptance there of for DCI compliant rooms, that One Aldwych,
a boutique hotel, converted to full DCI compliance representing an up-grade investment in the order of $ 130,000.
Seating is provided by Poltrona Frau Italy, the leather interiors and seating maker for Ferrari.
The world’s largest hotel installation to support professional studio class Digital Cinema is the Revere Hotel in
Boston. At 225 seats this 5000 sq ft facility (including pre-function space) established a world standard for
sophistication and performance together with providing a multi-function meeting facility which is very friendly for
biz meetings, polling and interconnected attendees.

V-VIP Guests and the World’s UHNW Families:

* Security *Safety * Exclusivity * Elegance * Shared Precious Time with Family & Friends
The world’s ultra wealthy, do not visit public cinemas. They think twice about going to a concert, the ballet or opera, and
might skip going to the symphony. On rare occasion, while traveling, the elite just might attend a concert incognito to avoid
recognition. A few engage Leader Cinema to create astonishing private cinemas and screening rooms for use in their
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Residences of Distinguished Merit™. However, for the most part, the rich watch movies on flat screen TV’s or on average
home cinema systems. None creates the “movie star private screening room experience” and none are equivalent to the
performance of a Ferrari, Boeing BBJ, or Benetti Super Yacht. The issues of security and safety are always of paramount
concern for international titans of business, entertainment industry super-stars, Crown Princes, Royalty and other Heads of
State, hence the significant growth industry in multi-million dollar professional class home theaters along with those now
being installed and considered within the Hotel and Hospitality industry.

The studio experience in watching a movie, by far outpaces any public cinema.
Everything is superior from the elegance of interior design, sublime seating and
comfort, exceptional sound systems together with the technical performance of
the concealed high-tech elements which includes superlative acoustics and of
course superb image viewed on extra large CinemaScope sized screens.
This is the realm of Movie Stars, producers, directors, writers, movie moguls,
entertainment industry super stars, television personalities, press, and of course
the rich who have “access”. Here is where exclusivity and magical refinement
The Studio Experience

separates common ordinary home theaters and those created for an exclusive

Image courtesy: Warner Bros.

market segment, first developed decades ago for residences of distinguished
merit(sm) which now are being incorporated into prestigious hotels throughout
the world.
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Digital Cinema must not be confused with High Definition TV, BluRay and DVD discs and satellite HD TV. Digital Cinema
is a professional world standard and operates at levels far over and above HDTV and related consumer HD video systems.
The result is a picture and sound experience that is far far brighter and sharper than a home system, with more than 10,000
times the color palette and greater than 100 times the picture clarity and resolution over AV projection systems and BluRay
players. Leader Cinema together with D Cinema technologies represents not only the state-of-the-art, but must be considered
Ahead-of-the-Art.

1991 Leader Cinema and Le Meridien introduce the Hotel Cinematic Experience
During Paul Simon’s January 9, 1991 concert in Vancouver, Leader Cinema provided a professional class
Dolby-Leader LHF™ surround sound and massive screen system for use in Simon’s suite. Abel DaMergi was
the hotel manager. Abel had previously met Paul on several occasions. Abel is also a serious musician playing
guitar. Abel wanted to out class any hotel world-wide where Simon had previously stayed. Abel well aware of
Leader’s reputation had us install a Leader Hollywood Format(tm) transportable screening room system and
professional equipment on a short term rental basis. Simon was stunned with the quality. Simon was in awe
that such a system was created exclusively for his suite. The group stayed up most of the night. The collection
of video’s we provided to them, including Pink Floyd Concerts together with a superlative studio grade digital
surround system had Simon remark to the press…”W-O-W!, I have never seen such an amazing system in a
hotel anywhere in the world”.
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Le Meridien at Beverly Hills with Leader Cinema:

Jacques Ligne was the Area Manager west of the Mississippi, and manager for
Le Meridien at Beverly Hills. Mr. Ligne and Leader became partners in the
design of an eighteen seat premium class, studio grade reference screening
room to be installed in the hotel. The Leader/Aidikoff Screening Room located
in Beverly Hills became involved with Le Meridien (located 1.5 miles away)
for a series of private events. These events were hosted in our 53 seat studio
class DCI/35mm screening room. After the screening, limousines would ferry
the VIP’s over to the LeMeridien for evening refreshments. The immediate
impact on F&B after the various events became obvious. The bar revenues
increased. So too did the under performing restaurant increase their revenues.
Leader was approached by Ligne to design a stunning screening
room…guaranteed to impress Hollywood professionals. With the designs
complete, and a budget in place, weeks prior to obtaining a construction permit
9/11 occurred. The Leader Screening Room for Le Meridien was never
completed. Had it been commissioned, this 1500 sq ft theater would have
become the Director’s supreme jewel-in-the-crown screening room outside of
the four walls of any Los Angeles motion picture studio complex. (Pages 33,
34)
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Leader Hollywood format ™
The mark of innovation in superlative entertainment systems.
LHF™ is Hollywood. Systems designed by Hollywood Industry professionals
created to optimize the audience experience. With advances in Digital Cinema
technologies, Leader LHF™ has been at the forefront of entertainment venue
design for over three decades. LHF™ sound systems 20 years later still have that special hallmark guaranteed to meet
the demands of artist, producer and engineer while exceeding all audience expectations.
The LHF™ Cinema Design Program results in superlative screening rooms. With performance that by far outclasses
any public cinema, Leader creates magical theaters from the intimacy of ones residence to large scale mega-sized
venues. The secret to our success is, that Leader is solutions oriented. Our clients include: Walt Disney Studios
Burbank, Boeing Aircraft Company, United States Air Force, NBC Television Network, Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation, Beacon Group + Carolco Pictures/Terminator 2, City of Beverly Hills, Province of British Columbia
/Robson Square Conference Center, Le Meridien Vancouver.
Luxury……………. While our product is based upon exceptionally specialized technologies, Leader Cinema is in fact
a Luxury Company. Realizing the need to harmonize the sophisticated elements required for a state-of-the-true-art
screening room or theater, Leader has now entered into an association in Paris where our co-branded cinemas will have
the interior designs created by: Lagerfeld, Thierry Mugler, Elie Saab, Tom Ford, Christian Lacroix, ELLE Design
Studio Paris, Kenzo Takada, Vivienne Westwood, The Alexander McQueen Company, Chantal Thomass…….
Now That’s Exclusivity
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TWO

Leader Cinema and services to the Hospitality Industry

The hospitality market is highly customizable and has a constant need to accommodate complex meetings. As
hotels and convention centers grow in size, so too, grows the number of AV components and the cabling and
labor necessary to implement the AV design. The Leader Entertainment Group is constantly using techniques to
consolidate electronic signals into fewer cables and searching for the product that performs the functions of
several. These efforts combine to yield a “lean” system cost to the owner and a more simplified, error-proof
installation by ourselves along with our technology partners.
Realizing that your demanding clients have become technically savvy, the demands expected include: superior
sound over pre-existing meeting rooms designed only a few years ago, ability to easily incorporate computers,
PDA, iPads, internet, Telcom, video and Power Points into a presentation, all with better than 100% reliability.
This necessitates extensive design, as tomorrows digital requirements must be interoperable with the existing
infrastructure. The Leader Entertainment Design Team brings a full suite of exceptional professional services
which guarantees success from your first function today through tomorrow and beyond the future.
The suite of services we provide:
Room Acoustics, Noise and Vibration Control
Advanced Sound Systems for SuperStars, Mega Events, Cinema, Studio Post Production, Concert Halls,
Auditorium and Theaters, Music Playback and Recording, Digital Surround Sound, Underwater Sound
Systems and Disco
Video Systems: Hi Resolution Video for meeting rooms, Broadcast Television High Definition (26 years
experience in HD), Digital Cinema, Video Compression, Satellite up-link of video, data and digital audio, 100
ft mega sized HD video screens, 70mm and 35 mm large scale presentations, board rooms, ballrooms and
executive screening rooms for movie stars-producers-directors-movie moguls-and the world’s UHNW
individuals who desire superlative residential cinemas
Data: distribution, transmission
cinema (data about data)

Meta-data: embedded data management for television and digital
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Intuitive ease of operation:
The lament is frequently heard that systems throughout the industry are too complex to operate by lay
people. Leader’s 6 decade experience is solutions based, and the key to a solution is to understand the
fundamental elements. Analysis indicates that industry wide, over 70% of meetings require one or two
microphones to provide high quality intelligent speech to audiences seated either in a ballroom - meeting
room or during a luncheon - dinner setting. The catering department sets up the room, dresses the tables
and positions the podium or microphones on the head table. The Leader technique is to empower staff with
intuitive ease of operation, hence we “behind the scenes” design and layer two systems: basic for the
functions occurring 70% of the time, while more elaborate operational elements are available to AV staff or
outside services where complex meetings are involved. In all instances, the sound is impeccable, and for
the Catering Department, the ability to easily operate a highly evolved and advanced sound system
becomes actually easier than operating ones home media system or ones automobile entertainment
system.
Leader provides the turnkey designs for all components and related systems for hospitality AV systems to the
highest standards of excellence:






Auditorium / ballroom main audio-video system with distributed audio that can be divided to create smaller
subsystems for partitioned spaces.
Media distribution across public areas including television streaming and digital signage with custom video
overlays.
Comprehensive “matrix-style” routing of audio, video, and control signals from any floor box or wall box input
to any output or a multiple of outputs. This allows for more flexible operation of meeting rooms and
ballrooms, and provides connection points for television production trucks parked outside of the hotel during
events.
Consolidation of multiple AV signal types on a fiber optic “backbone” for large scale projects. This allows for
cost effective signal transport with reduced copper cabling and metal conduit.
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Three

CONCEPT: Convertible Meeting Room No. 3
Applications: 1: Advanced AV, Biz Meetings,
Corporate Video and Movies
2: Digital Cinema, VIP Events,
Alternate Content =
Enhanced Revenues
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MEETING ROOM 3
|-------------- 23’-6” oa----------------|
MAIN SCREEN SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Approx 3200 Lbs / 1455 Kgs

______Acoustically Transparent Fabric
Floor to ceiling to full width 23’- 6”
_______
Electric Roll Down, Acoustically Transparent Movie Screen
Mechanical overall width: 22 feet
Image Width: 20 feet oa

** 1H **
Meeting Room 3

** 2H **

** 3H **

“H” Multiple of screen image height
Ideal seating positions are generally between
1.5 to 3 H. Last row in a modern cinema is positioned
at approx 4H to 5H. Movie industry professionals may sit as
close as .5 H to 2.5 H for full effect, where 2.5 H is ideal.
4K and 2K projection enables viewing as close as 1H
representing a very large subtended image of 92 degrees.
At 2H the image subtends 60 degrees, 3H = 42 degrees.
These subtended viewing angles represent advanced designs,
similar to those of the Giant Screen movie industry
which includes IMAX ™* and their competitors.

** 4H **
Meeting Room 2

Consequently this size of screen is ideal for this application.

Leader Cinema Original
© All World Rights Reserved

Meeting Room 1

Room 305 in this configuration will be well appreciated by motion picture industry professionals and meeting planners alike.
During more intimate VIP applications of Room 3, various seating configurations may accommodate:

Room 3 Allowing for VIP extended legroom:
V-VIP Sofas and Love Seats:
8 to 10 people
V-VIP Upholstered VIP Seating: 10 to 12 people
V-VIP Seating Version 2:
15 to 19 people
VIP Theater Style:
25 to 36 people

Meeting Style with 42 inch row spacing:
Theater Typical Meeting Room: 48 people
Rooms 3+2+1 various seating configurations:
158, 122, 84, 68, 45 seats

*Leader does not endorse nor do we have an association with Imax™
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MEETING ROOM 3 Front Wall Elevation
|------------------------------ 23’6”------------------------------------|
|---------------------------- 22’ 8”------------------------------|

|------------------------------22’ 8”----------------------------|
|--------------------------------- 20’ ------Screen Image Width-------|
Acoustically Transparent Screen Rolls Down From Ceiling.
Overall image size: Width 20’ Height 8.33’
NOTE CinemaScope 2.4:1 Aspect ratio

103 Inch Professional Flat Display
For lights-on daytime meetings
Image Size: W 89” x H 50” (scaled)

Drape Soffit

8 ft___________

Door 305B

Floor to ceiling acoustically transparent
fabric conceals the large scale speaker
systems and associated acoustical treatment.
The display is shadow boxed mounted into the boundary layer wall.
Note the difference in image size and aspect ratio between
the above 1.77:1 HDTV 103 inch display and CinemaScope at right.
Weight of TV 475 Lbs / 216 Kgs.

Lower edge of image is positioned
20 inches above floor for V-VIP
small audience applications. Pre programmed positions
allows for optimal screen height for classroom & theater
use. Sound from the large speaker array located behind
the fabric covered boundary layer wall passes through the
sound perforated movie screen.

This dual screen concept is ideally suited for all AV applications to include Power Point presentations, Video, Teleconferencing,
Movies and Entertainment, Sports, Concerts, and Digital Cinema*.
*Digital Cinema requires the use of specific projection equipment which may be rented on an as required basis.
Hollywood Digital Cinema content can not be projected using basic Audio Visual style projectors regardless of cost.
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MEETING ROOM 3

Front Wall Sound & Acoustics

The importance of an integrated sound system into Meeting Room 3
is fundamental to the on going success of this space, to include Rooms 1&2.
The demands being made on Presentation Systems, AV and even very basic
“talking head” events have become dynamic affairs, where a presenter or
Guest speaker takes on the persona of a rock star. Most hotel sound systems
suffer, due to limited performance ceiling speakers becoming shrill,
distorted, thin and tinny sounding. Many organizations bring in their own
equipment. Certainly these rented systems have the power to blast… however
as the speaker systems are mounted on floor stands, those seated in close
proximity get blasted resulting in discomfort.
To facilitate all functions and applications for Meeting Rooms 3, 2, 1 two
systems will be required. A high performance ceiling distributed system
will provide smooth and even coverage across Rooms 1, 2, and 3, or any
combination, for basic meeting needs. Spoken word or presenters with larger
than life stage presence requiring hi-volume levels when they punctuate their
speech must be accommodated. This ceiling system will also serve as the
“Surround Sound / Sides and Rear Channels” when the room is used for either
screening movies or in the case of advanced AV applications.

Representative of the Main Screen Speaker Systems
For applications in advanced business meetings,
Video Conferencing, Complex Business Meetings to include multiple video
Sources, computer graphics, on-line and personal devices.
Digital Cinema and HD Video applications where “Surround Sound” is required
this Leader Hollywood Format™ sound system will achieve levels of operation
that will combine with the picture in establishing the absolute finest cinematic
venue in Vancouver. There are proprietary elements together with professional
Hollywood “secrets” which enables this level of sophistication to be achieved.
The three Main Screen Channel speakers are associated with the action on the
screen. The dialog is reproduced only by the Center. Left/Right speakers
carry sound effects and music and the “Surround” ambience is reproduced by the
ceiling array. 3D sound has been introduced into the movie industry. This system
has been designed to migrate to Dolby Atmos, Iosono or Auro competing systems.

The Front “Boundary Layer” wall system becomes the Secret Sauce critical
element in achieving superior audience experiences. The specialized speaker
arrays (Left-Center-Right) are designed to be operated both as a “near field”
(Room 3) and Far Field System (Rooms 2 and 1). The speaker arrays being
“soffit mounted” into this specialized wall optimizes the bass response in such
a manner that no rental short term use system is able to provide.
In the case of music playback either from an iPad, CD, on-line music service
or live amplification during large scale events, both Rooms 3 and the Ballroom
(should the Ballroom be equipped) will have the capabilities to achieve musical
performance on the grandest of scale across all musical genres.
The overall design has been applied by Leader throughout the Los Angeles
production community. Absolute ease of operation is afforded across all
dimensions of operational staff from a basic one microphone podium up to
and including press conferences, Teleconferencing and Festival Events.
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Katara Cinema

LE ROYAL MONCEAU
RAFFLES PARIS

THE LEADING HOTELS
OF THE WORLD

The cinema is DCI Compliant, and features 35 mm interlock / 6 track mag to 35 picture including D5 VTR’s, HD-CAM, Digi-Beta, BluRay, DVD and HDTV.
Exceptional elegance in comfortable PoltronaFrau Italian crafted seating, functional elegance in interior design together with advanced sound systems and acoustics.
Estimated total area for auditorium, projection booth, entrance vestibules and foyer reception 2500 sq ft (233 Sq Meters).
Notable entertainment industry guests have included: Robert DeNiro, Madonna, Michael Jackson, Ray Charles, Charles Aznavor, Maurice Chevalier, Walt Disney,
Michel Polnareff, Coco Chanel, Josephine Baker, Hemingway including other notables Winston Churchill and Dwight David Eisenhower
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London’s MAY FAIR Hotel incorporated a 200 seat theater into the original design dating back to its inception
during the mid 1920’s. King George V opened the 5 star luxury hotel in 1927. This properties legendary and
luxury past has played host to some of the world’s most extravagant society events. It comes as no surprise that
this hotel currently supports the world’s second largest Hotel installation of a Digital Cinema which provides full
studio grade services to the Motion Picture Industry, Television Production Companies and the entertainment
industry in general. This theater serves as the European HQ and demonstration theater for Leader Cinema’s
client REAL D www.reald.com the world leader in 3D projection technologies for Digital Cinema.
The Hotel’s Sales and Marketing Department has established a healthy yield through professional associations
throughout the UK and Europe. Special events staged in the theater include: BFI British Film Industry events,
London Fashion Week, Sin Fin Film Festival, Oliver Awards in addition to large scale business meetings
facilitated through the use of large format AV in addition to Bang & Olufsen Business Support Systems.
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London

& New York

5 Hotels = 6 Screening Rooms (Of Course !)
Total Seats: 541
The worlds largest hotel operator of Digital Cinema which includes the most seats

Soho Hotel London 100 Seats
STOP PRESS: Opening May 2014, The HAM YARD HOTEL London will feature a 175 seat DCI compliant Digital Cinema

Covent Garden 47 Seats

Charlotte Street 75 Seats

Soho Hotel London 45 seats

Crosby Street Hotel, New York

100 Seat Screening Room
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Revere hotel boston
225 Seat Digital Cinema (DCI) and AV (dual projection)
Extensive Telecom and Video Conferencing Capabilities
Total Area approx 5000 sq ft / 465 Sq Meters
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New York’s Midtown Luxury Hotel has been equipped with a screening room for 10 years. This 70 seat boutique
sized (840 Sq Ft) screening room is well equipped to studio standards. DCI Digital Cinema compliant together with
35mm film projection including Dolby Digital Surround and SDDS.
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New Yorkers expect things to be done not just well……but to excel in going beyond ones expectations. The decision to
install this professional class theater 15 years ago resulted in other NY hoteliers later following their lead. Without question, the creative
sales and management team have created an exceptional reputation for this 100 seat theater. Fully studio grade, the facility supports all
professional formats for both the television production industry and to include DCI Compliant Digital Cinema. In addition, extensive
specialized AV services to include Video Conferencing and Press Conferences are installed and are in frequent use.
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Made in Switzerland
$ 336 million budget. Cost-per-room $ 5 million per room.
Rooms/suites 56. This is the first uber Luxury hotel to be
built in Gstaad in over 100 years.
This exceptional retreat whispers to its guests. The refined
elegance establishes a hallmark in Billionaire Hotels for
Billionaires.
The Screening Room by any standard is among the world’s
ultimate. 14 seats @ 1033 Sq Ft provides over 70 sq feet
of leg and arm room per person.
Cinematic Grandeur at its finest is presented from a Digital
Cinema Screen with a projected image size of:
W 19.3 feet x H 8.25 feet (Diagonal 21 ft, 252 inches)
The back row of seats is positioned 14 feet back from the
screen, or at 1.75H This represents a massive sized picture
and would equate to a more superior experience than Imax™.*
The attention given to the rooms envelope and acoustical
treatment may be appreciated from the floor plan.

|_____________ 19.3 ft_____________|

1.19 H

14 ft to screen
*IMAX ™ Is the registered trade mark of the Imax™ Corporation
Leader Cinema does not endorse Imax™ and Leader has no
affiliation with Imax™ .

1.75 H
H is a multiple of image height. Last row in a typical theater
may be positioned at 4 H, in this example at 33 feet back.
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Toronto Ontario Canada: 25 seats / 765 sq ft theater
Professional Format 35 mm film projection and High Definition

Well equipped theater provides traditional Dolby Digital Surround Sound to high
Standards. Theater optionally supports Digital Cinema through short term rental
of DCI compliant projection equipment and digital cinema server. Support systems
include all professional studio video tape formats including HD-CAM for High-Def
for studio quality screenings. 35mm Motion Picture Film together with BluRay, DVD,
satellite and computer sources make this theater highly desirable for business meetings,
sports and special event entertainment for private intimate functions.
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Leader Cinema

for
AT BEVERLY HILLS

90210
America’s most famous zip code covers an area of 5.7 square miles. It is indeed one of the world’s capitals. The home of
movie stars, entertainment executives, titans of business, playground for the world’s wealthy, princes, heads of state, political
campaigns, education, finance and art galleries, Beverly Hills conjures up images of show-biz, glitz, glamour and all that jazz.
Obviously BH represents big business. Business decisions are not made lightly. When the decision was made in 2001 to create
a professional class studio grade screening room GM Jacques Ligne engaged Leader Cinema to create the overall concept and
design. The success of previous off site movie screening events in the Leader Cinema Screening Room resulted in enhanced
F&B revenues for the hotel during the receptions which followed the screenings. Mr. Ligne was the Western Area Manager
for LeMeridien. His marketing research among the studios and agencies encouraged the installation of an elegant room
stressing sublime comfort, privacy and above all studio grade degrees of technology and innovation.
The resulting design established a lavish area of 1987 Sq Ft / 185 Sq Meters
Theater Auditorium gross area: 1024 Sq Ft / 95 Sq Meters
Seating: 18 to 45 (optional) Rows: 3 (for 18 seats VIP) Seat Width: 32 inches / 813 mm
Row Spacing: 72” / 1829mm and 60” / 1525mm
VIP Set Up Row 1 position: 1.3H Row 2 position: 2H Row 3 position: 2 .7H (H is a multiple of screen image height)
Reception and Pre Function Area (at rear of theater) 643 Sq Ft / 60 Sq M
Two washrooms 35 Sq Ft each / 3.3 Sq M, Total area 70 Sq Ft / 6.5 Sq M
Technical Area: 250 Sq Ft / 23 Sq M
Screen Image Size: CinemaScope 18 Ft / 5.5 Meters W x 7.5 Ft / 2.3 Meters (Diagonal 19.5 Ft / 5.9 M)
Net Room Width: 30 Feet / 9.2 Meters
Audience Area Width: 21 Feet / 6.4 Meters
Direct Connectivity is provided to all major studios via Fiber Optic Network
Projection: Barco Digital Cinema and 2 each Kinoton 35mm projectors interlock with 35 mm 6 track dubbers
Sound System: Advanced LHF™ studio grade also suitable for Hi-Performance Music Playback to levels approaching 122 db SPL
Conversion and Construction Costs Estimated: $ 1.3 million
Technical, Design, Installation, Engineering:
$ 1.2 million
The revenues: The direct projected revenues for studio and professional events across Theater rental, informal F&B, events and
restaurant approximated $ 55,000 per month. Room sales and additional revenues not factored in. Movie Club and public use
would be charged at $ 85 per person. Based on 40 seats, a 3 hour Movie Club event would provide an additional $3400 per occasion.
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LEADER HOLLYWOOD FORMAT ™ Studio Certified Screening Room
Digital Cinema DCI Compliant
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Interviews, Jet Set Pet, Luxury Voyages, Suite Dreams, Time Travel, Trends, Weekend Away

London's The Berkeley Hotel Opens Roof-Top Winter Cinema

-

Known as the place to see and be seen during the summer months, The Berkeley's Health Club & Spa is transforming its roof-top
terrace into a pine-filled forest cinema this year.
Hotel guests and Londoners are treated to winter classics on the big screen while nestling between warm down feather Moncler blankets
and hot water bottles. Home-made hot chocolate and Berkeley mince pies are on hand to complete the festive atmosphere while heating
lamps will keep guests warm when the cold really sets in. Screenings at The Berkeley’s Winter Cinema are taking place 26th November
2012 until 31st January 2013.
With a hot chocolate in hand and wrapped up in plenty of Moncler blanket, guests will be protected from the cold while watching winter
classics such as ‘Miracle on 34th Street’ and ‘It’s a Wonderful Life’. Towering high above bustling Knightsbridge and overlooking
Hyde Park, this pine-lined outdoor theatre is London’s only private cinema featuring only four seats.
Guests staying at The Berkeley can book the Winter Cinema on a complimentary basis. A special Winter Cinema package for Londoners
is available at GBP55 per person and includes full access to the movie theatre at either the 5.00PM or 7.00PM seating, copious amounts
of hot chocolate and home-made mince pies. Movies tickets are available for non-hotel guests on weekdays only, weather permitting.
Weekend screenings are reserved for resident guests. For the festive period, The Berkeley offers Winter Welcome rates, room only,
starting at GBP275 ( $ 452 USD) plus VAT. Terms and conditions apply.
http://www.the-berkeley.co.uk/
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Go to the movies without leaving your hotel.
By JULES on OCTOBER 19, 2012

You’re staying at a hotel for a romantic weekend. It’s raining outside but you don’t want to sit in your room and watch TV,
so what do you do? Go downstairs to the hotel’s intimate private cinema roomintimate private cinema room and watch a
movie? Well you do if you are staying at One Aldwych or the W London.
One Aldwych has just launched the second season of its popular “Martini Movies” dinner & movie
experience. The experience includes a Grey Goose martini cocktail, a film in the comfy Screening
Room which seats just 30, plus popcorn and a 3-course meal in its Axis restaurant. The movies will
run every Friday and Saturday evening in October and November, with special Sunday brunch
screenings of Christmas classics in December. It certainly beats a trip to the multiplex!

The Martini Movies cost £42($ 69 USD)
and must be booked in advance.
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An LHI blog and I were invited to test out this experience the other night for a pre-release screening of Cannes and Sundance winner,
Beasts of the Southern Wild. It certainly felt a notch above the usual cinema experience and the canapés and cocktails made it extra-special.
It’s perfect for taking that special someone out to see a movie in style.

Check the best rate for One Aldwych from 30+ hotel booking sites

Meanwhile, over at the W London, they’ve created a “W Film Club” which will run every other Tuesday in the hotel’s 39 seat private cinema…..
Check the best rate for the W London from 30+ hotel booking sites I watched The Shining there last year and can confirm that it’s both comfy
and stylish – just check out the red chairs! The W Film Club costs £15 ($25 USD) per ticket with free popcorn or £20 ($33 USD) for a VIP ticket
which includes a drink from the bar. A word of warning: they offer a drinks service at your seat too, but be careful you don’t get carried away!
There are several other London hotels with in-house cinemas which we’ve previously listed. This winter The Berkeley will also be offering an
intimate winter rooftop cinema experience with hot chocolate and seasonal films. London hotel cinema lovers are spoilt for choice this winter.

Photo Credits: One Aldwych, W London.
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The Leader Entertainment Group Team
Michael K. Leader Emmy Award Winner
President, Leader D Cinema Systems, Inc

Voice: 213.359.8129

Clients Include:
Walt Disney Pictures Burbank, NBC New York, Boeing Aircraft Company
National Symphony Orchestra Washington DC, USAF,
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, Attorney General Canada/CSIS
Province of British Columbia/Robson Square Conference Center
Vancouver International Film Festival, Vancouver Film School
Disciplines: Electro Acoustics, advanced sound systems for studios-entertainment-live performancemusic playback, digital cinema and HD video systems, recording and post-production studio design

Chips Davis President Chips Davis Designs, Inc
International Award Winning Acoustician

Voice: 925.827.3263

Clients Include:
Nokia Theater at LA Live (7100 seats), ABC Television Network Glendale
Bellagio Hotel, Wynn Hotel, Ritz Carlton Hotel at Lake Las Vegas
Mirage Hotel, Luxor Hotel, Venetian Theater Macao China
NASA, Mircosoft, Apple Computer, Staples Center Los Angeles, Trump International Las Vegas
Disciplines: Acoustics-noise and vibration control-theater acoustics-sound isolation
Major recording studio-broadcast-TV Post Production-Motion Picture Studio design including interior
acoustics noise and vibration control, Las Vegas Show Lounges and large scale entertainment venues

Brian Thornton AIA,IIDA
Award Winning Architect, Interior Designer* Voice: 240.601.6298
Clients Include:
COEX InterContinental Hotel Seoul* (Silver Medal Award presented by The Interior Design Association)
Bellagio Hotel, MGM-Mirage, Dubai International Financial Centre Hotel, City Center Las Vegas,
American Film Institute (AFI) Silver Springs MD: Restoration of Landmark theater with new office
tower and new 400 seat Silver Theater.
Disciplines: Large scale architectural design for entertainment show lounges, hotel and hospitality,
Industrial design lighting and interior design systems, restaurant and casino design, international scope
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For a site survey and evaluation please contact:
Leader entertainment group
A division of:
Leader Digital Cinema Systems, Inc
Los Angeles, Burbank, Vancouver, Brussels

www.leadercinema.com
mleader@leadercinema.com
LinkedIN: www.linkedin.com/in/michaelleader
Voice Los Angeles USA: 213.359.8129

